
“The Time Has Come Today…”(Chambers Brothers 1967)

Having finished renovating all of the units in the Resort, Iron Shore Management is now turning to Infinity Restaurant and Bar. 

Ricardo Perez, General Manager, said that planning for the extensive renovation has been in works for six months. “The staff 

has had a great deal of input and we are all excited to commence the work and can’t wait to see our new restaurant and bar 

when we’re completed”, said Perez. Architectural plans were developed by Joe Sistler, of Joseph Allen and Company and 

interior design by Kim Pabor, of Pabor Designs. Both Joe and Kim have been involved with OBBR projects since 2007. Joe 

Sistler won a Silver ARDY award for his design of the Lighthouse at Oyster Bay.

Plans for the restaurant call 
for a complete renovation into 
a more modern, breezy and 
elegant space. Improvements 
include a completely new look 
for the entry foyer giving it a 
feeling of arrival and hospitality. 
In addition, we have reworked 
the traffic flow for better circula-
tion, expanded the bathrooms 

and upgraded furniture and décor including: tables, chairs, 
fabrics, wall coverings, artwork and ceiling treatments.  

Another exciting addition will be an intimate lounge that will 
create an elegant space for those who want to relax and enjoy 
a cocktail and the magnificent view of the Atlantic before or 
after their meal. 

The Infinity Bar will also undergo a complete makeover. Given 
its exceptional location on the ocean and it’s magnificent view, 
the bar will sport an upscale nautical theme utilizing colors and 

design details to make anyone feel comfortable hoisting a 
beer or drinking a martini; shaken, not stirred.  

Construction is due to begin at the restaurant May 7th and 
run through late September. To minimize inconvenience, we’ve 
scheduled the restaurant to be open for three meals a day 
during construction although there may be some necessary 
closures for a day or two at a time.  Food service will be 
accommodated in the bar and courtyard. Construction in the 
bar will follow and guests will be accommodated in a temporary 
bar in the new restaurant.  

We apologize for any inconvenience this causes for our guests 
but we are confident that the permanent improvement will be 
worth the temporary inconvenience.
 
Thank you in advance for your patience. We think the outcome 
is going to be worth the disruption and expense.

For information, contact Ricardo Perez or Anne Marie Brooks at 
1-721-543-6040
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Oyster Bay Beach Resort is excited to announce the next phase of renovation and improvement of the Resort: 

The Infinity Restaurant and Bar

The new restaurant will 
enhance the outdoor dining 
experience with new furnishings 
and accented flooring under 
large cantilevered umbrellas 
imported from Europe. The 
view of the tropical Atlantic is 
unmatched on St. Maarten.
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